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joined with their countrymen to oppose
Germany and Japan during World War II?
And do we truly believe that Christians
should not serve as police officers,
soldiers, or in other potentially violent
occupations? Although a few among us
might say so, for most of us the idea that
we should expect God to stop evildoers
when we are not willing to do so ourselves
is hardly more defensible than permitting
them to continue harming others
unopposed.
But even those who would easily
admit that violence is a necessary evil to be
used to oppose evil will still question
whether imagined violence is acceptable.
This argument recurs in uncounted
contexts: are our television shows too
violent for our children? Are our movies
too violent for the rest of us? Is cartoon
violence inappropriate? What about the
violence in video games? In which sports
is the violence excessive - Boxing?
Wrestling? Martial arts? Football?
Hockey? Should we read about violence in
literature? We live in a society surrounded
by violence, and many of us deplore some
of its violent aspects. It should not surprise
us that such violence reflected in our
games would raise the ire of or at least the
questions of critics. Do the arguments that
would favor the use of real violence in the
real world break down when it comes to our
recreational activities? Are there good
arguments that can take their place?
Perhaps we should first come to
grips with the arguments that support real
violence. Some of those arguments may
help us in understanding the place of the
imaginary variety.
Our legal systems almost universally
recognize the right of self-defense. Under
the "common law" handed down by the
British legal system to most Englishspeaking countries it is generally held that
anyone attacked with force may respond
with a comparable level of force which
could reasonably be expected to repel the
attacker. A person who reasonably
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ole playing games have been criticized
for many things that are easily explained.
Readers of this magazine don't need to
hear why the involvement of magic, false
gods, or demons and devils isn't a real
objection to role playing per se. Or hear
why it doesn't matter if we play with nonChristians whose characters may reject
God and His morality even more than they
themselves have. But once all of these
questions have been answered, one comes
back that is not so easy to dismiss.
Characters in role playing games have an
alarming tendency to solve problems by the
use of force, even what we would have to
admit is at times violent, bloody, gory,
unnecessary force. Yet Christians are
called to turn the other cheek, to suffer
when persecuted for the faith; in most
games, that will get your character killed
"right quick" - and this seems in some ways
to mirror reality. Where would the world be
today had not Christians in many countries
3

believes he is in danger of serious injury
may use force sufficient to cause serious
injury; one who reasonably believes his life
endangered may use lethal force.
However, we as Christians question this.
We have been charged with returning love
for hate, kindness for violence, forgiveness
for abuse. We may not agree on how this
works in the real world, but we do
recognize an obligation to do things
differently from the rest of the world in this
regard. In general, we would recognize the
right of an individual to protect himself; but
in particular we question whether we
should exercise that right ourselves.
But our legal system also recognizes
the defense of third persons. That is, if you
reasonably believe that someone else has
been threatened with violence, you have
the right to use a comparable level of force
to defend that person, just as you would be
permitted to do in defending yourself. It is
at this point that most (but not nearly all)
Christians will agree. I might not stand to
protect myself, but I should not hesitate to
protect my family, my friends, my country,
even strangers from violence or evil
inflicted by others, and to use force to do
so if it is necessary. Even those who would
not do so, who would say that we should
stand by and return love for hate when
those closer to us are the victims, would
recognize that this is a strong argument for
a time for violence in the real world.
There is another nuance in the law
related to violence that may be the basis
for much of our violent recreational
activities: the concept of mutual consent.
When two prizefighters step into the ring
and pummel each other senseless, we
overlook conduct which if performed in the
public streets would be interrupted by the
police; but the fighters have made it quite
clear that each has given the other
permission to hit him within certain rules,
and have assumed the risk that he might
be injured in an unexpected way.
However, as recent events in the ring have
reminded us, he has not consented to all

forms of violence; only to those which are
within the rules, or which are caused
accidentally by an unintended breach of
them. Under the common law, no one may
consent to his own death, nor to any form
of violence which is more likely to result in
his death than not. But anyone can
consent to participate in a situation in which
he might be severely injured, and without
that many of our athletic activities would
have become quite illegal. Most Christians
accept this mutual consent concept for that
purpose. We smash into each other
playing football at the church picnic, learn
and practice martial arts to keep in shape,
teach kids to box or wrestle to keep them
off the streets and out of trouble. If I get
hurt here, that's OK - I agreed to do this
knowing that I might.
So we recognize that violence may
be appropriate (dare I say correct?) in
defending others, maybe in our recreation if
we agree, and possibly in defending
ourselves. But does any of this translate to
imaginary violence? Some of it does; and
perhaps there are other justifications for
imaginary violence.
We have made records of the
battles we or our ancestors fought.
Reading these records can be very
instructive, and on several levels. Military
officers are required to study the history of
battles because despite major advances in
our technology and weaponry the battles
fought in the past teach us much about
combat in the field we call "tactics". By
studying tactics, we become better able to
defend ourselves. It is much like studying
the recorded chess games of grand
masters: if we've already seen the trap, we
are less likely to step into it somewhere
else. Knowing how to fight improves your
chances to win; that goes beyond mere
training in boxing or weapon use to
understanding troop movements and
strategy. We also learn much about why
wars were fought and how men thought;
and we discover that those in the past often
expected their battles to be easy, and were
4

just as often surprised to discover how
difficult and painful war was. Those of us
who have never been to war still have an
understanding of what war is like from our
knowledge of battles in the past; and
whether we studied these in books or found
them in more accessible media such as
movies and television, we learned many of
the same lessons.
But we can learn those lessons from
imaginary wars as well. Whether we are
using simulation games (from Wells'
miniatures rules to computerized tactical
games) to change a past battle to see if the
outcome is better, or to create a battle we
hope not to fight in the future, or to create a
battle on an imaginary terrain, we learn
more about what is by asking what could
have been. A completely fictitious war in a
book or movie can tell us much about the

the middle of one.
And I learn about war and about
combat playing RPGs. O. K., I probably
enjoy being able to win the fights; I was the
kid that everyone always wanted to beat up
after school, just to prove they were man
enough to beat up some scrawny kid who
didn't want to fight. They would jump me, I
would scratch and kick and bite, and they
would beat me up and complain that I didn't
fight fair. So perhaps there is a bit of
satisfaction in being able to win - and I am
not sure that this boost to my self-esteem is
a bad thing. Those of us accustomed to
losing tend to become fatalistic, and so to
believe that God Himself is against us; to
be able to win at something may be
essential to the human psyche. But over
the years of playing and refereeing I've
learned quite a bit about how to fight, and
how to avoid fighting,
and when to fight or
When two prizefighters step into the ring and pummel each
avoid fighting. I think
other senseless, we overlook conduct which if performed in
many of the players at
the public streets would be interrupted by the police.
my table have learned
nature of war, some of which we might not
some of those same lessons. When I lead
learn from an account of an actual event.
a party, I don't lose anyone--I consider the
I saw Starship Troopers in the
lives of my party members most precious.
theatre--a very rare event for me to see a
Other players have seen that it's
film in the cinema, but a friend invited me.
sometimes necessary to fight, and always
As I watched the gore and carnage on the
necessary to survive a fight, but there are
screen, I suddenly thought, "This was a
other ways to deal with many situations.
World War II script that got changed to sciBut there's another reason for
fi because no one would buy a World War
violence in fantasy - an allegorical reason.
II movie." On my way out, my friend
One of the things which I found very
informed me that the story was from the
valuable about Dungeons & Dragons was
work of a respected science fiction author,
the way in which it brought player
so I shelved my notion. Later I heard an
characters into the midst of the eternal
interview with the director, a man who grew
struggle between good and evil. While
up in northern Europe during that war, and
other ministries were shouting that this
who wanted to bring the reality of that
horrible game mentioned demons and
horror to the screen. I don't watch a lot of
devils so many times in its encyclopedia
war movies, but there was something about
(fewer, incidentally, than the Britannica), I
the battles depicted here which seemed
was praising it for the same reason: it put
very real despite the fantastic nature of the
mere mortals up against powers,
story. I understood something about war in
principalities, and dominions in a battle
a way I had not done before; I suspect
over ultimate moral principles. I wondered
many who saw that movie came away
if some Christians were just jealous that
thinking that it was not much fun to be in
they hadn't thought of it first! The real
5

warfare going on in our world was being
portrayed in a game which people who had
never considered such a thing as real were
eagerly playing.
Of course, the weapons of our
warfare are spiritual. But they are
described by analogy to mortal weapons:
the sword of the Spirit, the shield of faith,
the breastplate of righteousness, even the
stance we take - feet firmly planted reflects the physical combat model. And if
you argue that the game suggests that we
mere mortals might on our own defeat
demons and devils with mere physical
weapons, you are mistaken: only weapons
with a supernatural element, "magic"
weapons, or pure supernatural power itself,
"magic" can be used against these spirit
beings. How much closer to the spiritual
reality could you get and still have a game?
It's not perfect, but few things are, and this
is a far sight closer than many others.
In Perelandra, C. S. Lewis presents
an unfallen world into which come a
tempter and a protector, both in mortal
personae. The tempter, a man possessed
by Satan, begins a calculated series of
thoughts and arguments in an effort to
cause the woman to question the
command which she must not disobey.
The protector is a man who has spoken to
angels but is perhaps a step behind in
understanding the problem confronting him.
Eventually the thought occurs to him that
the temptation has been going on for an
incredibly long time - weeks, perhaps
months - and that it is unlikely to end as
long as the mortal form of the devil is
present. But should he use violence to end
the matter, killing the shell that was once a
man? Is it up to him to make that decision?
The decision is taken from him--the
tempter recognizes that his presence is
helping to keep the woman from falling,
and attacks him. In the battle that ensues,
the protector realizes that he has found the
purpose for anger, hatred, and violence: it
is there to give us the strength we need to
oppose evil and to protect others. His

battle was physical and spiritual. We, too,
may have battles which are either or both,
and in some of these battles may have to
rely upon the strength which comes from
these emotions. I have never needed
these emotions in my gaming; but I have
learned about them and seen how they
could be important in the battle against evil.
The tactics we use, like the weapons, are
not often the same. But the lessons we
learn and teach are still valuable.
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from which all their other qualities derive.
Other traits that excellent gamers possess
include adaptability, attentiveness, and a
desire to help out wherever he or she can.
Attitude is the most important trait of
good players. People like this are in the
game for the story and the fun, not for
"experience points." Good players are
more interested in advancing the story and
increasing the fun for the group than in
advancing their own character. This
doesn’t mean that they don’t want their
character to succeed and advance in level,
but rather that they want their character to
take an active part in the story.
Players with a good attitude have
fun while playing and show it throughout
the game session. Unless you are playing
a character that eats nails for breakfast, it's
okay to smile when something good
happens. The GM worked hard to make the
game fun for everyone - getting into the
game and having fun shows appreciation
for the GM's effort. Afterwards, good
players thank the GM.
Adapting to the GM's style helps the
game run more smoothly and helps
everyone have fun. So if the GM presents
the players with a murder mystery, good
players will mentally sheathe their swords
and adapt their thinking from slayer to
sleuth. This is also important in order to
prevent conflicts that undoubtedly arise in
any particular gaming session. A good
player is willing to accept the GM’s rulings,
no matter how emphatically they disagree
with them and will show a gracious attitude
when mistakes are made.
Nothing is more annoying to a GM
than when they have to repeat everything
that just happened to an inattentive player.
Good players pay close attention to what
the GM and other players are doing and
saying. There should be no need to repeat
what the front porch looks like, what the
police officer's name is, what just
happened, or what phase it is. Good
players show enough respect towards the

Experience Talks
Part II
By Dave Mattingly
Experience Talks, Part I (WT&D Issue 1)
discussed the contribution of the GM to a good
gaming experience. Part II discusses the role
of the players, characters, and campaigns in
creating a better gaming experience for
everyone.
Good Players
Good Players are essential to any game,
especially any role-playing game. A
player’s attitude, willingness to adapt, and
attentiveness can make the game more
enjoyable for everyone involved. Several
characteristics that are common to all good
players will be addressed in this article.
First and foremost is the player’s attitude,
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GM and the other players to listen. When
mistakes are made, they point them out
carefully.
A game session can last anywhere
from a couple of hours to an entire evening
or day. Beginning on time shows
consideration for everyone involved since
leisure time is a luxury for many. Good
players show up on time at the right day.
Often a player won’t be able to make it to a
particular session, but they should always
call as far in advance as possible to make
sure the GM knows.
If showing up on time is important,
then so is being prepared. Good players
have their character sheets ready and
remember what happened last session.
They bring plenty of their own dice, pencils,
and paper.
In addition, good players will offer to
help the GM wherever they can, whether
it's to help set up for the game, explain
rules to new players, or help calculate the
STUN and BODY from that 24d6
haymaker. They allow the GM to focus his
attention on the matters that need it.
Keeping some way of recording what has
been happening in the game, whether it's
through an excellent memory, a game
diary, or a quote journal, can make keeping
up with game events easier for everyone.
The GM can do his job better without
worrying about refreshing everyone's
memory, and new players can get caught
up in the action without requiring the GM's
attention. Although games are meant to be
play and not work, good players knows that
by doing a little work ahead of time the
game can go much more smoothly. An
example such a journal can be found on
page 11.
Good players are always good
guests. Often they bring some drinks or
snacks for the group and they always clean
up after themselves when the game is
over. It is very important to leave the host’s
house the way you found it or better.
By practicing the habits outlined
above, players can create a better gaming

experience and thus make the game more
fun for the entire group. Good players help
everyone have fun by minimizing the minor
annoyances of gaming.
Good Characters
Playing good characters is another
important aspect of role-playing games.
Although a good GM and good players can
have a good game with bad characters, it's
much easier to have a good game when
the characters are good. When players
create heroes, it is far easier to have fun
and eliminate many of the conflicts that
often arise as a result of good role-playing.
A group should be well rounded with well
thought out backgrounds and personalities.
Heroes often have good powers. For
superheroes, this could be anything, but
there are a few archetypes that show up
pretty often. Bricks, Martial Artists, Energy
Projectors, Mentalists, Gadgeteers, and
Speedsters comprise the bulk of superhero
character conceptions. Fantasy RPGs also
follow this basic pattern with fighters, magic
users, priests, and rogue characters. This
article will focus on examples from the
Hero System, a superhero RPG.
For other game genres, these
character archetypes may have analogies.
In the B-Movie genre, for example,
common archetypes might be jock (brick),
gang member (martial artist), cop (energy
projector qua ranged attacker), whiz kid
(mentalist), rich brat (gadgeteer), and track
star (speedster).
Some of the more interesting
powers, though, often come from
combining or avoiding the more common
archetypes. A B-Movie boxer (martial brick)
and a psychic inventor (mental gadgeteer)
are examples of cross-archetypes (a
combination of two or more archetypes). A
living Nerf™ ball (idea by Tom Stevens)
and a duplicating clawed shrinker are
examples of non-archetypes (oddballs).
These make interesting and memorable
characters that are fun to role-play.
Whatever their powers, good heroes
8

human intelligence.
Good characters
often have personalities
that are either very similar
to or very different from the
player or the overall group.
Personalities that are very similar to the
player (such as a geek player with an
inventor character) make the character a
natural fit and easy to play. Those that are
very different (such as an agnostic player
with a devout Hindu character) make it
easier for the player to see and act out the
differences that should be played up,
maybe even to the level of caricature.
Personalities that closely match the
other personalities in a group (such as
Superman teaming up with a Boy Scout
troop) give the overall group a more
cohesive purpose, and serve to increase
teamwork. Those that are very different
(such as Wolverine joining the same
Scouts) can serve to counterpoint the rest
of the group, and provide opportunity for
the rest of the group to really exercise their
psychological differences.
Since very few games are played
with solo heroes, hero teams need to be
formed. There are three different types of
teams that can be formed. The archetypal
team is a well-rounded group where all the
angles are covered. Oddball teams tend to
be missing key members or consist of only
one type of character. Mixed level teams
consist of different levels of characters
working together.
An archetypal team is a team that
usually contains one of each archetype. A
minimum of one Brick, Martial Artist,
Mentalist, and Energy Projector are usually
members. Quite possibly one speedster,
gadgeteer, spellcaster, or some other
minor archetype is included. Each member
sticks to his own archetype - the brick does
not know martial arts, for example. This
gives the team a good pool of heroes to
pull from. An archetypal team covers all its
bases. For example, the Champions
include Obsidian (brick), Seeker (martial

Mutant alone is a weak background. If, however, the character was a disfigured mutant from birth that was buried
alive as an infant but survived due to his developing
shapeshifting powers, he’s off to a more interesting start.
often have good backgrounds. "Mutant"
alone is a weak background. If, however,
the character was a disfigured mutant from
birth that was buried alive as an infant but
survived due to his developing
shapeshifting powers, he's off to a more
interesting start. This morbid background
seed could lead to either a strong
independence, or a fear of abandonment,
or sensitivity to light, or unfamiliarity with
modern culture, or many other character
quirks.
Characters potentially have
interesting and different abilities. In a multiplayer game, each character should get to
shine periodically. Let the scientist predict
the epicenter of an earthquake; let the brick
move the rubble to save a child; let the
speedster get all the wounded to the
hospital just in time; etc. Each character on
the team should have something that
they're the best at.
Now that you have a fantastic idea
for a truly fantastic and unique character, it
is important to make sure that they are
easy for the GM to plug into his game. For
example, a friend is running a paranormal
detective agency game. Since I knew in
advance that I could only be involved in the
game for three to four months because of
other commitments, I wanted a character
that was easy to put in and take out. So I
play a ghost who asks them to solve his
murder.
Apu Rao is an Indian medical
researcher who was killed in his lab. He
had been working on several advanced
genetic projects (cloning, cybernetics,
toxins, RNA memory transference, etc.)
and doesn't know which of those projects
might have gotten him killed, if any. His
projects also tie in with two of the other
characters, who are animals imbued with
9

artist), Quantum (energy projector),
Solitaire (mentalist), and Jaguar (token
oddball).
Oddball teams are not archetypal.
Either it leans heavily toward one
archetype (one brick and five mentalists),
or it is conspicuously missing an archetype
(three bricks, four martial artists, and five
energy projectors, but no mentalists to be
found), or it contains many cross or nonarchetypes.
Mixed level teams have members at
differing power levels. Thorn, the god of
rainforests, fights alongside the White
Widow, a trained normal with some minor
gadgets, as members of The Averagers.
As long as each member has their unique
shtick (Widow is the best on the team at
spy stuff and Thorn is the best at nature
stuff), there shouldn't be a problem. If
problems arise, the players should be
willing to adjust their character to suit the
demands of the campaign.
The GM should be concerned with
creating “good” villains. All of the good
hero tips apply to villains as well, but as a
GM-run NPC, villains have a few other
features that come into play which make
them “good.” Good villains recur
throughout the campaign and are evil
enough to be worthy of the characters’
attention.
Good villains come back. One-shot
villains of the week are okay, of course, but
a persistent individual or organization really
adds spice to the game. Not only do they
keep appearing throughout the campaign,
but they also become smarter and tougher.
Villains shouldn’t behave completely
differently from the last time they were
encountered (unless, of course, that's part
of their shtick). By having villains act
consistently, the heroes begin to develop a
kind of relationship with them that will give
them a deeper understanding of the villain.
It is important that all Good villains
be evil – completely or partially. Many
people consider Darth Vader to be a better
villain in the first two Star Wars movies

than he was in the third. He was entirely
evil, with no redeeming qualities. The
heroes and the audience could feel
satisfied in seeking his destruction. In
Return of the Jedi, he wasn't purely evil,
which gave the heroes a different problem instead of how to destroy him, they now
had to worry about whether they should
destroy him. This can be a very effective
way to keep players interested in the villain
and also creates some interesting
campaign objectives.
Good Campaigns
Now that we have good players,
heroes, and villains, we have to put them to
work. A campaign is an ongoing series of
adventures in a game world, made up of
several ingredients. First, the campaign’s
premise must be sound. Good campaigns
are consistent with the world you adventure
in and have clear and worthy objectives.
A good campaign is built from a
good premise. "What if" questions are good
starting points for finding a good premise.
What if aliens secretly contacted Earth
governments during the Wild West era?
What if superheroes were all created by a
single time-traveler? What if the barriers
between dimensions begin to break down?
Take the basic premise, and follow it
through in as much detail as desired.
It is important that a campaign be
consistent within itself. If magic was
discovered to be a gift from the gods
directly handed to man a few games ago, it
shouldn't be shown as a naturally occurring
phenomenon in tonight's game, unless the
GM has determined a way for the two
reasons to coexist. People will accept
anything the GM throws at them until it
defies what they already know.
A good campaign should have at
least one overall set of goals. Maybe the
players' goals and the GM's goals don't
coincide with each other, but they should at
least be understood by all. Often a GM will
be able to work characters dreams and
goals into the campaign so that removing
10

characters really does have consequences.
The goal of the campaign might be
for the players just to let off some steam by
killing some irredeemably evil bad guys,
with no ramifications. The goal might be to
explore what it is like to be underprivileged,
or to learn to think quickly, or to understand
how a real police department works, or to
gain insights into the players’ own psyches,
or one of a host of other goals. As long as
the parties involved realize what they're
getting into, the game should be fun for
everyone.
The single most important ingredient
of any campaign is uniqueness. A
campaign shouldn’t be just a
conglomeration of clichés (unless that's the
specific effect that the GM is going for), but
should have some kind of tweaking that
makes it memorable. For example,
changing the four-color superhero
convention that superhero costumes are
effective at hiding identities might result in
a campaign in which supers have to go
public, or hide from the government, or
become super hermits.
Eventually, you might want to work
the characters into the campaign as central
figures on whom hang the outcome of the
grand conflict. This will not usually occur
until the characters have advanced the
overall plot. There should seem to be
some overall progress even though there
are occasional setbacks. At the beginning,
their actions may not make a huge
difference in the campaign, but as they
progress they should become more and
more important.
Since a campaign is made up of
series of scenarios, a good campaign must
consist of good scenarios. One of the most
effective ways of making this happen is to
incorporate multiple plots into the
scenarios.
Look at any Star Trek episode,
especially one of the Next Generation
variety. Every character has something to
do, whether they're involved in the main
plot or not, even if it's only a few lines.

There's always a main plot and a subplot.
Use the 80/20 rule. The main plot should
get about 80 percent of the airtime, and the
subplot should get the remaining 20. When
you switch from the main plot to the
subplot, try to change scenes at
appropriate times, like when something
unexpected happens, or the tension builds,
or the tension breaks, or there seems to be
a natural stopping point.
In my Star Hero game, my players
were looking for a monster and had to split
up to cover both of its likely next targets. It
was dark, the heroes were unfamiliar with
the territory, and felt outclassed by their
unseen opposition. As I switched from one
player group to the other, I tried to stop at a
place that would either leave them wanting
more, or give them plenty to think about
until I got back to them in a few minutes.
Both teams kept hearing strange noises,
and seeing weird shadows out of the
corners of their eyes, and when it all came
to a head, each team chose to send one
character to investigate.
Group A's character went into the
bushes to see what was rustling about, and
just as he moved a large branch out of the
wayGroup B's character made an
unusually stealthy climb up a tree to get a
better view of...and back and forth it went.
Another ingredient to good
scenarios is a sense of time. By providing a
strong link to the PCs' past, the GM creates
a more cohesive and self-contained game
world. This is done by tapping directly to
the past - a villain returns, a favor gets
called in, a DNPC calls for a date, and so
on.
Good scenarios sometimes tie to the
future. The use of foreshadowing in a
scenario whets the players' appetites.
When hints dropped during a game show
up later, there's a sense of closure that
might otherwise be missing.
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It's even better when the players are
forced to make a choice related to the
foreshadowing. For example, if the White
Wonder has the choice of following the
escaping killer or of stopping a mugging
that he passes by, it might later turn out
that the killer went on to kill again, or that it
was his own friend or relative that was
getting mugged.
A good scenario doesn't always rely
on the same plot entry point. If getting a
call for help began the last scenario, this
one might begin by an anonymous tip on
an impending crime, a natural disaster, a
device being stolen, or some other trigger.
It is also important to vary the type
and number of opposition. If the last
scenario pitted the PCs against a roomful
of agents, this time might be a handful of
supervillains or a single megavillain.
Some scenarios are designed to be
lost. If the PCs are supposed to get
captured by the enemy so that they can
later escape with knowledge of the hideout
location, have a backup plan on hand just
in case the PCs somehow win. Remember
that characters don’t like to lose, especially
if it is obviously forced on them. When you
design a no win situation, make sure that
they characters feel that they did
something to cause it.
A game should have both long-term
(campaign) and short-term (scenario)
ideas. When the long and short-term
aspects meld together in a seamless
experience, the game world has a depth
and immersion level that other games only
dream of. It becomes a world that the
characters are a part of and feel they
belong there.
Good players who have created
memorable characters and play them in a
unique way work together with good GM’s
who have created a well thought out
campaign to create a truly enjoyable
gaming session.

-RXUQDO RI 6ODLQH 1RUWKZLQG
,QGHHG DV IDWKHU VDLG WKH WRZQV
SHRSOH GLGQ·W QHHG P\ KHOS LQ IHQG
LQJ RII WKH KREJREOLQ IRUFH

$V LW

WXUQV RXW WKH SHRSOH RI (WHUQLWLHV
6WHSV DUH VWLOO D SRZHUIXO IRUFH

, ZDV WROG WKDW WLPH KDG FRPH IRU
PH WR GLVFRYHU WKH WUXWK DERXW P\
PRWKHU

)DWKHU KDV VHQW PH WR XQ

FOH 7ZLOOLWK LQ RUGHU WR OHDUQ ZKR
VKH ZDV

+H QHYHU WROG PH ZK\ KH

FRXOGQ·W MXVW WHOO PH KLPVHOI EXW
WKDW LV VR PXFK OLNH KLP DQ\ZD\

, ZDV LQWURGXFHG WR D VPDOO WKLHY
LQJ JXLOG FRQVLVWLQJ RI D EURWKHU
VLVWHU GXR RQH RI WKHP LV KDOI
HOYHQ WKH RWKHU LV KXPDQ

7KH KX

PDQ D ZRPDQ QDPHG 1DWDVKD
KDV MRLQHG PH LQ P\ MRXUQH\ VLQFH
VKH NQRZV WKH ZRRGODQG EHWWHU
WKDQ ,

$V ZH PDGH RXU ZD\ WRZDUG WKH
ULIW , VDZ WKH PRVW XQXVXDO WKLQJ ,
KDYH HYHU VHHQ $ KXJH RZO DERXW
VL[ IHHW WDOO VLWWLQJ RQ D EUDQFK
DQ DEDQGRQHG FDPS WKDW DSSHDUV
WR KDYH EHORQJHG WR D GUXLGLF
JURXSDQG IRRWSULQWV WKDW VLPSO\
GLVDSSHDULW ZDV WKHQ ZH ZHUH DW
WDFNHG QRW E\ WKH RZO EXW E\ VRPH
WKLQJ PDJLFDO $ EHLQJ PDGH XS
RI PRVTXLWRHV«

Taken from an actual adventuring journal

Check out part one of this article on the Web
at christian-gamers-guild.org/wtd
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Holidays - Halloween, Christmas, or
Easter
Sports (any type)
The Internet, or computers in general
Medicine or other sciences
UPC codes on grocery products
Major political or entertainment figures
Teletubbies, Barney, or Pokemon
Procter & Gamble or similar corporations
Churches – Christian or not
Music – normal rock or Christian rock
Movies, especially Disney movies
Role-playing games

Players should avoid topics actually
described as sinful in the Bible (e.g. fornication, usury, Jar Jar Binks) - stick to innocuous everyday activities. Topics, like Christmas, that affect the most people are usually
more fun, especially if they are related to
Christianity in some way.

FaultFinder:

Rules of the game
One person chooses a topic for the
round of FaultFinder. They present this
topic to a group of Christians in a gathering – Sunday school, Bible study, email list,
newsgroup, or other forum – without revealing the fact that a round of FaultFinder is in
play. Discussion proceeds, and the player
initiating the game commences to find fault
with the topic and enlist the support of the
other unwitting players. You win by convincing the other players there is something
unsavory, from a Christian point of view,
about the topic at hand.

The First True Christian RPG
By Ernest Mueller
Most role-playing games are sorely
lacking in Christian content. Even most socalled "Christian RPGs" are simply traditional fantasy RPGs with a veneer of Christian wording added. FaultFinder is the first
RPG designed to specifically model Christian behavior!
Though a popular Christian pastime,
finding fault with things has never before
been formalized into an RPG. Players put
themselves into the role of everyday Christians, but with a twist - they try to find something "wrong" with a topic and then justify it
theologically! The topic could be a hobby, a
holiday, a person, a movie or TV show, or
nearly anything else – there is literally no
end to the topics that can be used for FaultFinder adventures. With practice you will
learn to be able to find fault with anything.
Popular FaultFinder adventures include:

FaultFinder Tactics
When introducing the topic, it is best
to use a distancing mechanism like “A lady
at my church says that Christmas trees are
evil, but I’m not sure. Does anyone know
about this?” or “I’ve been struggling with the
issue of Ricky Martin lately. I think God has
been showing me some truth about him.”
This will generate feelings of helpfulness
and meddling with someone’s life in the
other players, which is sure to get them to
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participate. Maintain an innocent demeanor
and make sure and drop references to your
extremely devout Christian belief.
Then, you proceed in casting aspersions on the topic by any means necessary.
Of course, there will be no factual evidence
to back you up on any of these adventures,
so you will need to use a variety of other
tactics to make the subject look bad.
If you can find anything ever written
by a Christian author saying anything bad
about it, you're golden. Use Bible verses
out of context liberally. Nothing will convince
other Christians as much as arguments that
are sanitized by lots of Bible verse sprinkling, whether the verses are relevant or
not.
Use anecdotes about people who
have been led astray by the topic – quoting
something you “heard from someone once
maybe” as an authoritative source is OK, in
fact just make up an anecdote as long as
you won't get caught. Personal anecdotes
about you, or even better, ones mentioning
harm to children, will usually silence critics.
You can go so far as to say “this reminds
me of a story in which…” and relate a gruesome tale guaranteed to sober any kindhearted Christian – it doesn’t even have to
relate to the subject, as the general “bad
feeling” will transfer into guilt by association.
Events that were in the popular media are great for this as well - "Did you know
that Pokemon was behind those family murders in Oklahoma? And that the Pokemon
cards are distributed by that World Trade
Organization that is trying to form a oneworld government?"
You can narrow down and pick on
just one aspect of an issue - for example, to
prove Christmas is evil, all you really have
to do is prove Christmas trees are evil - and
the rest of the logical leap takes care of itself.
Fall back on the "weaker
brother" (Romans 14-15ff) argument if that
fails, as long as there is some Christian
somewhere that could plausibly be offended
by something related to the topic. Use

some general holiness verses about Christians “setting themselves apart” to cast aspersions on your opponents. Make analogies (no matter how stretched) between the
topic at hand and something "satanic," or
something from another religion. You can
refer to modern day or any historical period luckily, religions and cults of one sort or another have used pretty much every item,
concept, and day of the year in their worship
or belief over time. You can usually get
some ammunition from this – for example, If
you are trying to find fault with the Celtic
cross, you can relate that a similar symbol
was used by pre-Christian Druids in their
pagan rituals. Don't bother trying to keep all
the pagan weirdness separate and correct,
no Christian will admit to knowing the difference between Wicca and paganism and
neopaganism and the new age.
Even if your "facts" are very tangentially related to the FaultFinder topic, you
don't have to admit that. Feel free and invent these facts – e.g. "I heard that every
pack of Magic cards is blessed by witches
before they are shipped out of the factory."
No one will bother to verify these "facts"
unless you are very indiscreet. Guilt by association is a powerful tool, and you can
draw parallels between the issue at hand
and anything else arguably "of the world" in
the same way.
A word of warning – make sure and
keep the arguments plausible. If you just
start ranting about the topic, you will gain
some converts but not enough to win the
round.
If any critics appear and start challenging your arguments, or God forbid the
general process of proof detailed above, just
ignore them - if they are convincing, dispose
of them with some quick offending replies.
Do not act hostile towards them or act like
they are your opponents because that will
detract from your cause – pretend to be kind
to them and talk about their “errors.” Acting
hurt that they are questioning your faith or
the word God has shown you works, as well
as accusing them of causing “division” in
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the church by arguing with you about the
topic (Romans 16:17). Telling them "you'll
pray for them" since they're misguided will
usually fill them with enough disgust that
they'll leave.
There are several verses that can be
used to prove any point. For example;
"Whatsoever things are good, are noble, are
just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever is of
good report, if there be any virtue, if there
be any praise think on these
things" (Philippians 4:8). This verse can be
quoted with the implication that the topic at
hand obviously falls outside the scope of
“good, noble, and just” without any proof.
Use these sparingly but they are great tools
in the FaultFinder’s arsenal.

Scoring
You get 1 point for every person you
convert to your opinion. You get 1 point for
every 10 people that stand by, unsure and
unwilling to contradict you. You get 1 point
for each active critic that you outlast and
make go away (if you actually convert them
to your viewpoint, you get the point for that
as well). You get 2 extra points if the topic
is distinctly Christian related in nature and 2
extra points if it directly affects the majority
of people present (like Halloween or driving
automobiles). Five extra points if you do not
use one single verifiable fact in the debate.
I think you'll find that FaultFinder will
provide hours and hours of amusement
wherever Christians gather. Don't worry
about the arguing and divisiveness it
causes – hey, it's just a game.

It's the second year of The Way, The Truth, & The Dice, and the second issue as well. In many ways,
this is our first issue since it marks a number of changes. Chad Burnett has left us as Publications Director, and entrusted me with the reins. It is a big responsibility to have since the first issue set a very
high bar in terms of quality of content and presentation, one I hope we can continue to meet. A new
staff has allowed us to branch into areas that we had never considered before, not the least of which is
the attempt to get on a regular production schedule and start up some new regular features.
Over the next year, we hope to do some interesting things with WT&D. In this issue, we have some authors returning after their great issue 1 articles as well as some intriguing first appearances. You'll notice that we are keeping the same wide mix of content that we had in the previous issue. Some articles
have a clear religious theme to them, but others (like Charlie Franklin's excellent warfare articles) do
not. I strongly believe that truth and beauty are qualities valuable to God and thus to Christians, and I'd
rather have a good quality RPG article with no explicit religious overtones see print than a bad piece
that's dripping with them.
For those of you just picking up your first copy of WT&D, welcome! This e-zine is an official publication
of the Christian Gamer's Guild, an online group that tries to find expression of their Christian faith in
gaming. If you're interested in taking part in our discussions, you can check out the mailing list at
groups.yahoo.com/Christian_Gamers_guild; all are welcome. As always, WT&D is a free publication,
and you are encouraged to print and disseminate it. Or you can save a tree and view it on line at
christian-gamers-guild.org/wtd.
This e-zine is for you and by you, so if you have a good rules modification, a well-written short story, an
insightful game review, an intriguing NPC write-up, or any other article for, by, or about Christians, we're
looking forward to your submissions. You can direct those submissions, or any questions or suggestions about the zine, to wtd@christian-gamers-guild.org.
Ernest Mueller
Publications Director
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silver crucifix and holy water and begin the
invocations to exorcise this evil."

Five rounds later...
Lead Investigator: "We've nuked the cultists but this thing isn't dropping! Father
Benjamin--do something!"
Clergyman: "I step forward, brandish my
crucifix and roar, "Demon! In the name of
God the Father, I bind thee, I rebuke thee,
I--"
Keeper: "The thing lets out an enraged
howl and whips its tentacles about. It
quickly catches the hapless priest and pops
him into its horrific maw. Crunch! Muahahaha!"
Clergyman's Player: "Gaaaah! No! How
can that be? We're supposed to be the
good guys--he had God on his side!"

Call of Cthulhu is infamous for its nihilistic outlook and high PC insanity/
mortality rate. At each turn, the adventurers
face overwhelming odds when fighting the
supernatural and paranormal. Sometimes
they win, but eventually, they lose. While
the profession of Clergyman is offered in
the fifth edition rulebook, I was quite surprised to see that the spiritual battlefield
was quite uneven. In order for a member of
the clergy to be any help beyond his or her
research skills, they have to play by the
Mythos' rules--using pagan magic to fight
the pagans. As a Christian, I was a little unhappy with this arrangement. During a
phone conversation with Scott Shafer (a
Methodist pastor and fellow Christian
gamer), he noted that he too is tired of the
nihilistic attitude some Call of Cthulhu supplements, Keepers and players take toward
the game and its setting. The two of us
agreed that the game should be one of uncommon valor and heroism, not one where
the main objective is to slaughter or be
slaughtered.
As a recourse, I turned to another
Chaosium game, Pendragon, to see what
could be done to remedy the problem. To

The Gates of Hell
Shall Not Prevail

.

By Dale Meier

eeper: "As you near the cultists'
lair, you hear an eerie chanting
coming from the sanctuary. Carefully, you
pull back the curtain to reveal a horrific
sight. Standing around a pentagram are six
cultists, apparently performing some sort of
summoning ritual. As the chanting reaches
its climax, a wisp of smoke forms in the
center of the figure. It soon takes the form
of a writhing, tree-like beast; its howl chills
the air and your blood. What are you going
to do?"
Lead Investigator: "Right--we burst in and
open fire on the cultists."
Clergyman: "As they rush in, I pull out my
16

be honest, Pendragon has the best system
for handling Christian clergy that I have
ever seen. Being grounded in the same
rules system, converting material from Pendragon to Call of Cthulhu proved to be an
interesting but simple task.

each system has its own form of checks
and balances. In Call of Cthulhu, magicwielding PCs pay for their power with
magic points, sanity and POW. In Pendragon, mages and priests pay for their
feats by shortening their lifespans or by
sleeping off the life force debt.
Another problem is the commonality
of magic in each setting. In Pendragon,
magic is rare and powerful. Woe to the
knight who wrongs a wizard as it will always come back to haunt him in some way.
In Call of Cthulhu, magic almost seems to
be much more common, but just as powerful. Should an Investigator torque off the local Believers' coven, all he needs to do is
research the proper spell, cast it successfully and he's protected (unless the coven
has more powerful magic).
At any rate, conversion of the Talents and applying the rules to them is simple, regardless of the scale differences.
What follows is a table showing the power/
life force required in Pendragon and the requirements for the Talents in Call of
Cthulhu.
Below are the Talents as they would
appear in Call of Cthulhu.
Some will undoubtedly remain true
to their Pendragon definitions while others
will be altered somewhat. I removed the
Talent Curse in light of modern theology.
Also, the Talent Heal should be considered
rare.
Faith healing is a belief in some
Christian denominations, but in others it is

Believing is Seeing
While not really classified as spells, the
Talents in the Christian character's arsenal
are just as potent as any pagan or Mythos
magic. In Pendragon, a member of the
clergy has the following Talents based on
their profession:
•

•

Christian Priest: Banish, Bless, Curse,
Demonise, Dispel, Divine Miracle, Protect, Sacred Space.
Christian Monks and Nuns: Banish,
Bless, Curse, Demonise, Dispel, Divine
Miracle, Heal

In Call of Cthulhu, a character following the Christian faith may receive one
or more Talents either randomly or with
Keeper approval. Either way, the character's POW score limits the possible number
of Talents. Characters taking the Clergy
profession are automatically granted the
following abilities: Banish, Bless, Demonise, Dispel, Divine Miracle and Sanctify.
Magic works on an entirely different
scale in Pendragon than it does in Call of
Cthulhu. The spells in Call of Cthulhu could
be considered "cheap" power when compared to their Pendragon counterparts, but
Power Score

# of Talents or Rolls

1D8 Roll

Talent

3-4

1

1

Banish

5-6

2

2

Bless

7-9

3

3

Demonize

10-11

4

4

Dispel

12-13

5

5

Sanctify

14-15

6

6

Heal

16-18

7

7-8

Divine Miracle
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frowned upon as a dangerous falsehood.
Divine Miracle should also be handled with
care--overuse can easily imbalance the
game.
Banish--For simplicity's sake, this
Talent works in the same way as the Cast
out devil spell on pg. 149 of the Call of
Cthulhu rulebook, but without the African
tribal magic components. The material
components and other aspects of this Talent vary from denomination to denomination. For example, Catholic exorcisms often
require the use of holy water as well as the
recitation of special prayers and selected
scriptures to thwart the powers of darkness. In a Protestant denomination, the
casting out of evil may require nothing
more than a firm voice and the laying on of
hands to order the demon out.
Bless--Blessing is a way of getting
God's attention and favor on a person, animal or object. For example, a Priest may
bless silver bullets that have been bathed
in holy water. A successful use of the Talent would imbue the bullets with one magic
point per bullet, allowing it do to an additional point or two of damage when it hits a
certain kind of monster. Another example
would be blessing a person.
Joe, a local investigator, is about to
go on a raid and bust a major cult up with
his fellow Delta Green agents. Being pious,
he stops at the local church and asks for
the priest's blessing for protection. The
priest does so, asking God to grant protection to Joe's body and soul. As a result, he
expends 2 magic points for every one point
of aggressive protection given to Joe. He
gives Joe a total of 8 points of protection,
expending 16 in the process. Should a cultist lob a spell at Joe that is lesser in power
than his divine protection, the spell will be
reflected and will affect the caster. Had the
minister only given Joe simple protection,
the spell would not be reflected, merely dissipated. Below are some examples of how
the magic point costs vary with the type of
blessing:

•
•

•

Blessing a weapon: 1 magic point per
additional point of damage.
Blessing a person: 1 magic point up to
the blesser's maximum (simple protection); 2 points per point of protection
(aggressive protection).
Blessing a town or city: 20 magic points.

Demonise--This Talent allows a
Clergyman or other Christian character to
tell if a subject is possessed by a demon or
other supernatural force. In order to successfully determine if the subject is possessed or under some other form of control, the character must make a POW
check against the target's POW (which may
or may not be altered by the controller). If it
fails, the character cannot try again for a
number of turns equal to the target's POW.
If the check succeeds, the character may
try to cast out the demon by using Banish
or try to Dispel the power if the target is under another form of control.
Dispel--This Talent allows a Clergyman or other Christian character to dispel
magical effects, including mind control. In
order to do so, the character must expend
a number of magic points greater than or at
least equal to those of the force(s) to be
dispelled.
Divine Miracle--This is a truly rare
and powerful Talent. To use this power, the
character prays to God, beseeching His direct intervention. A character who is humble and has not made demands of God or
tried to force His hand will undoubtedly
have a better chance of acquiring divine intervention than someone who has asked
for too much too frequently. For example, a
local pastor, knowing that the investigators
are going to be outnumbered (and possibly
slaughtered) by a group of cultists prays for
the investigators' safe return and victory
over the forces of darkness.
Seeing that the character is a humble soul, divine intervention occurs during
the raid - it is later discovered that the cult-
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ists were caught unawares during a summoning ritual; lightning struck the center of
their pentagram and then struck their
leader just seconds before the investigators
found them in the woods.
Heal--Faith healing is rather controversial among Christians. Some denominations believe strongly in faith healing to the
point where they forbid any kind of medical
assistance. This Talent allows a character
to heal another's wounds at a rate of one
hit point per one magic point expended.
Sanctify--Called Sacred Space in
Pendragon, this Talent allows a Clergyman
or other Christian character to bless an
area and draw power and protection from it
against the forces of darkness. For every
five magic points expended, the character
can draw +1d5 points of magic for a specific Talent. In addition, every point of
power sunk into the area grants those occupying the area one point of simple protection.

by reading books on the matter (these
could range from tomes found in the Vatican Library from its birth to documents written by modern-day priests and ministers),
being taught by a priest or pastor, or they
may receive such a Talent directly from
God. The guidelines for this part of the system may be found in the CoC rulebook.
The Costs
While pagan magic in Call of Cthulhu exacts a cost in magic points, power, or sanity, Christian Talents do not, right? Wrong.
Spiritual warfare can be an exhausting
process, both physically and psychologically. Simply reading an account of a particularly difficult or horrific exorcism can rattle a Christian. However, compared to Mythos magic, the costs are minor in nature.
The psychological cost of spiritual
warfare varies. Some are hardly shocked
by such events and their outcome while
others require some time to recover from
the experience. When a Christian character
engages in spiritual warfare, they must
make a Sanity check after the event (in addition to any other Sanity checks regarding
the creatures or powers involved). Should
the roll succeed, they may temporarily lose
1d2 Sanity points. Simple rest and tending
to other duties for one or two days will help
to recover those points. If the roll should

Learning and Receiving Talents
The rules for learning spells apply to Christian characters as well.
Characters may learn how to cast
out demons, create a hedge (a sacred
space capable of keeping out demons and
their influences) or impart protection to others in a number of ways. They might learn

Life Force Required
Pendragon
Talent

Low

Banish
Bless
Demonize

Call of Cthulhu

Common

High

Varies by Creature

Same as Cast Out Devil

10-30

50+

60

Special

N/A

35

N/A

Special

Dispel

Varies by Situation

Magic Points => Targets MP

Divine Miracle

40

100

250

Special

Heal

20

60-70

15/1D6 HP

10 Magic Points / HP recovered

Sanctify

20

N/A

N/A

Special
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fail, the character temporarily loses 1d10
Sanity points.
After the incident, the character then
makes another SAN check; success indicates that the character can recover one
point per day without the help of therapy
and/or medication. They can recover two
per day if they do nothing related to the
inncident--with the exception of discussing it
with an understanding peer or clergyman.
Failure indicates the need for mental therapy of some form.
The physical cost is just the same.
After a bout with the demonic, a character
must make a CON check. Success indicates
that they were not severely affected by the
event and lose 1d4 hit points. Failure indicates they are in a bit more serious trouble
and lose 1d8 hit points. If the trauma is severe enough, the character may require
hospitalization; spiritual warfare is not for
the faint of heart.

Now, let's look at that opening scene
again...
Keeper: "As you near the cultists' lair, you
hear an eerie chanting coming from the
sanctuary. Carefully, you pull back the curtain to reveal a horrific sight. Standing
around a pentagram are six cultists, apparently performing some sort of summoning
ritual. As the chanting reaches its climax, a
wisp of smoke forms in the centre of the figure. It soon takes the form of a writhing,
tree-like beast; its howl chills the air and
your blood. What are you going to do?"
Lead Investigator: "Right--we burst in and
open fire on the cultists."
Clergyman's Player: "As they rush in, I pull
out my silver crucifix and holy water and begin the invocations to exorcise this evil."

Five rounds later...
Lead Investigator: "We've nuked the cultists but this thing isn't dropping! Father
Benjamin--do something!"
Clergyman's Player: "I step forward, brandish my crucifix and roar, 'Demon! In the
name of God the Father, I bind thee, I rebuke thee, I cast thee out!' As I finish the invocation, I hurl my vial of holy water at it."
Keeper (quickly figuring the chances of success): "The vial hits and the creature
screams in pain, smoke pouring from the
wound inflicted by the holy water. The summoning disrupted, it begins to tremble as it
is caught between here and the Other Side.
There is a heart-stopping roar from the pentagram, a clap of thunder, and the unholy
creature fades away into nothingness."
Lead Investigator: "Good work! Everybody
okay?"
Clergyman's Player: "I grin tiredly and reply in the positive and then begin to search
for clues..."

The Mythos – Fallen Angels or Elder
Gods?
So now the big question remains-how does this stuff work against Cthulhu
and the other gods and Great Old Ones?
That is a tough question to answer. The
easiest way would be to state that Cthulhu
and their ilk are fallen angels posing as
gods, yet Lovecraft always made it seem
that they were beyond that level of supernatural being. On the other hand, August
Derleth treated the Mythos more as fallen
angels, having them recoil at the sight of a
crucifix or other holy sign. This I leave up
to the individual Keepers to define as they
see fit.
At any rate, these talents should work
against the Mythos and related threats no
differently than the spells given in the
greater and lesser grimoires in the rulebook.
Conclusion

Call of Cthulhu and Pendragon are copyright 1999 Chaosium, Inc. This article originally appeared in Tales from
the Electric Underground #15/Interregnum #29.
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and began scanning in the direction of his
teammate. Still a novice with the NVGs, he
suffered a temporary green out of his vision
as he scanned right over the team's
campfire. With a muffled curse, he pushed
the goggles onto his forehead and
searched the night with his naked eyes.
He spotted Kohler on one knee, 40 meters
away, SMG at the ready. Woody followed
Pepsi's line of sight, trying to see what had
spooked him. A hint of movement in his
peripheral vision brought his attention back
around behind Pepsi. The biggest,
meanest looking Bengal tiger Woody had
ever seen was stalking his friend!
“LOOK OUT!” he shouted as he
brought his Remington 12-gauge into
battery. Pumping and firing as fast as
possible, he knew he had a better chance
of scaring the beast away than hitting it.
The tiger charged at the sound of the first
shot, closing the last twenty meters to
Pepsi with impossible speed. Kohler
whirled to face the sound of an inbound
train crashing through the brush. He
struggled to bring his HK into action,
suddenly confronted by the appearance of
hundreds of pounds of fangs, claws,
muscle and striped fur. Woody continued
to pump and squeeze walking the powerful
swaths of destruction towards the tiger…
and his friend. Somewhere in the back of
his mind he remembered a training lecture
about the dangers of fratricide. Meanwhile
Pepsi had finally managed to bring the
SMG to bear on the threat, and let loose
with a long ragged burst as he dove to one
side.
The rest of the team rushed to the
sound of the commotion. A fresh tiger
corpse lay on the forest floor, and Corporal
Marks was intermittently cursing and
laughing as he treated Sergeant Kohler’s
wounds nearby. Kohler was putting on a
display of poetic invective as he berated
Marks about procedure and safe firing
zones in between pauses to catch his
obviously pained breath. Kohler’s ballistic
coveralls were torn by a combination of 12-

Keeping Their
Heads Down
By Charles Franklin
Trickles of sweat stung his eyes and
slowly worked down his back. This jungle
wasn’t anything like the New Jersey Pine
Barrens he grew up in. He viewed the dark
with the special night vision goggles that
made everything look like some bizarre
green seascape. Ten years as a city cop
had not prepared him for humping through
a tropical rain forest. “Pepsi, check,
over…" He was supposed to observe radio
silence but hearing a friendly voice helped
take the edge off. ‘Pepsi’ Kohler was a
lifelong friend and a former Marine, a
comforting companion for his first night on
patrol.
“Check, Woody, wait one…,” came
the reply. There was an edge to the brief
transmission. Woody Marks quickly turned
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gauge shot and long equally spaced rips….

must be mentally battled and overcome to
take each additional stride. This effect is
known within Military Science circles as
“friction” or the “fog of war."
One of the largest challenges facing
modern military organizations is to attempt
to replicate this fog in peacetime training
exercises. The stressful discipline
associated with basic training is partially
driven by the desire to expose trainees to
some semblance of this friction early and
often in their training. As a soldier
progresses through the various tiers of
military training and specialties, they will be
exposed to far more difficult and stressful
environments. Elite special operational unit
training such as the United Kingdom’s
Special Air Service or the United States’
Special Forces are infamous for the
extraordinary lengths taken to expose
candidates to overwhelmingly difficult
challenges. The U.S. Navy’s SEAL Team
candidate training includes an intensive
solid week of training in which the
prospective commandos are regularly
subjected to “surf torture” and are not
allowed to sleep! On a more conventional
level, the outstanding success of NATO
ground forces in the 1991 Gulf War has
been attributed in large part to the realistic
training environment created at specially
prepared training centers in the United
States and Germany.
The concept of a fog of battle is not
a recent development. It has been
documented in nearly every period of
military history. On numerous Civil War
battlefields the bodies of soldiers (both blue
and gray) were routinely found
accompanied by a musket that had been
loaded many times over without being
discharged. These muskets would
sometimes contain twelve or more full
loads of powder, patch and ball, rammed
down on top of one another. The dead
soldier apparently either just kept loading
without realizing that his rifle was not
discharging or he knew that by staying low
and giving the appearance of fighting he

You are on the outskirts of a largely
abandoned town. The few remaining
inhabitants take an occasional shot
at you. More excitement comes from
the seemingly random explosions
caused by shells falling from the sky,
or from objects equipped with timedelay fuses. Your only protection is
to seek shelter in half-wrecked
buildings or dig a hole in the rainsodden ground. You have not had a
hot meal or bath for five weeks and
are living on cold food out of a can
or a pouch. Your small group of
ragged companions waits for
instructions over a radio. You will be
told to either move toward an area
experiencing more explosions or in
the other direction, where the
mayhem level is a bit less. Your only
escape from this nightmare is to be
injured or killed.
– James F. Dunnigan 1993: How to
Make War: A Comprehensive Guide
to Modern Warfare for the Post-Cold
War Era. 3rd ed. New York: William
Morrow: 29.
Combat is a terrifying experience.
The grim possibility of instant death or
grievous injury is unnervingly real; the
deafening cracks of gunfire are disorienting
as everything seems to erupt into
pandemonium. It should come as no
surprise that as few as 1 in 4 soldiers
participate effectively in any given firefight.
The overwhelming sensory overload of
battle, combined with the prospect of
sudden, seemingly arbitrary destruction
causes the passage of time to take on very
strange characteristics. At times,
combatants will seem to move in slow
motion, and their every action becomes
painfully deliberate and time consuming. A
natural sense of survival, pushing the
soldier to crawl into a safe hole and hide,
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would not be labeled a shirker. Rank and
file military formations were valued as
much to overcome this fog as they were to
control and organize units. A soldier
marching shoulder to shoulder with other
soldiers is far more likely to continue to
move forward under fire than in modern
dispersed skirmish formations. It took the
massive casualty rates experienced
between 1860 and 1918 to convince the
next generation of generals that the
vulnerability of this approach outweighed
its benefits.
Military theorists have long
recognized that well trained, experienced
troops have a distinct advantage on the
battlefield. This advantage was usually
described subjectively in numbers of
troops. A veteran regiment might be
described as having the effect of three
times as many troops. Napoleon
Bonaparte is known for having quantified
the value of specific units or leaders in
terms of hundreds or thousands of troops.
In the last fifty years, professional military
authors have begun to quantify this value
as "combat effectiveness." They typically
measure it in terms of a percentage or
other unit-less relative number. The
process of estimating combat effectiveness
is in reality a process of measuring a
specific unit’s ability to overcome the
friction of war.
Anecdotal accounts of combat on
the tactical level tend to focus on those
individuals who overcome friction rather
than on the generally debilitating effects of
the friction itself. Whether it’s Colonel
Joshua Chamberlain leading the 20th Maine
in 1863, Lieutenant Dean Hawkins leading
Marine Raiders on Tarawa, or any number
of Vietnam war hero accounts, the
individuals recognized for heroism seem to
rise to a superhuman level of coolness
under fire. In some circles this talent has
been called simply “the gift.”
To model this “gift,” I usually inject a
new Combat pseudo-skill into my firearm

genre games. Some names I have used
for this skill include Morale, Friction, and
Cool. This skill reflects a character’s ability
to maintain his or her cool under fire – the
higher the skill level, the more likely he or
she will overcome friction and fight
effectively. For the balance of this article I
will call this skill ‘Cool.’
I have two approaches to model
friction in a role-playing game that are two
ways of expressing "the gift," in order to
satisfy both sides of the old “is the glass
half full or half empty” debate. Combat is
debilitating, but characters that have more
Cool are less affected by these stresses
than others. To simulate this, the Standard
Friction rules below reduce the rate of
everyone’s actions in combat - a character
loses actions if they fail their Cool check.
However, many gamers seem more
comfortable with the idea of combat rounds
in which everyone gets a “turn” to act.
Since the real point is that a gifted warrior
accomplishes more in a given period of
time than his or her peers, the alternative
Simple Friction approach sets a minimum
baseline for activity and then increases the
available actions for the high Cool
characters.

Standard Friction:

My preferred approach uses a
baseline of approximately 50% combat
effectiveness. This is of course convenient
for game application but it is also
consistent with the relative evaluation of
modern U.S. soldiers by many military
authors and theorists. At the beginning of
each “combat round” (or equivalent
measure of tactical time in the game) each
character must make a Friction test against
their Cool skill. Characters who have a
comparable level of training and skill to
modern US soldiers should have a 50%
chance of passing this action test. If your
game system uses d20 action tests, roll a
10 or less; in a percentile system, roll a
50% or lower; in a 2d6 system where high
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rolls are good, roll an 8+, and so on. Less
mean the character is taking much longer
experienced characters would have a
to accomplish a task that can usually be
correspondingly lower chance to pass this
accomplished in one action. A failed
Friction test and specially trained
Friction test can also simply represent a
characters or very experienced combat
soldier pausing to collect his wits and guts
veterans would have a higher chance. No
in the midst of incredible stress.
one should either automatically pass or
Interested in realism? Apply this
automatically fail the Friction test. Even
Friction test strictly. If a character fails the
Rambo should fail a Friction test from time
test three rounds in a row, let them repeat
to time!
the same action for three rounds.
So what happens if the test is failed?
However, I recognize that most of us play
Simple, repeat the last action taken. If this
role-playing games for fun and heroic
is the first combat round, the character
imagery, not as a pure simulation of reality.
freezes or otherwise “reacts so slowly as to
Personally, I do not allow player characters
effectively do nothing.” In the gaming
to fail two Friction tests in a row. Call it a
anecdote that
opens this
Combat is a terrifying experience. The grim possibility of inarticle, Pepsi
stant death or grievous injury is unnervingly real; the deafenKohler failed
ing cracks of gunfire are disorienting as everything seems to
his opening
erupt into pandemonium.
Friction Test
and froze as
“get out of Friction free” pass. Non-player
the tiger charged. As a general rule, I
always allow a character the option to fall
characters, on the other hand, tend to
complain a lot less if mired in a run of poor
prone even if they fail a Friction Test. If the
character fired a weapon last round, they
die rolls. I let the dice fall as they may with
them. When the NPCs freeze up and the
fire again at the same target even if the
target is now gone or the weapon is out of
player characters save the day, it adds to
the fun of the game.
ammunition. Hopefully the distinctive ‘click’
of dry firing will spur them to pass the next
Friction Test! If the character reloaded last
Simple Friction:
round, they keep reloading. In this
Some gamers are extremely
instance, think of the repeat action more as
disturbed by the concept that their
inefficiency than repetition. The character's
characters could freeze up in a combat
hands are shaking with a mix of adrenaline
round or fail to accomplish their chosen
and fear as he fumbles to eject a spent
tasks as planned. This is especially true if
magazine, secure a loaded magazine,
their character is a Navy SEAL or some
mate the mag to its proper position and
other special operations trooper. These
recharge the weapon. Perhaps the
players have the perception that such
character fumbled a bit pulling the new
troops never hesitate or perform an
magazine from its pouch or struggled to get
inappropriate action. This group is
it inserted properly. Remember the
appalled by the "repeat" action in the
"repeat" action is a game mechanic that
Standard Friction method. If you desire to
represents both mental inertia and the
cater to this group, the Simple Method is
difficulty of accomplishing tasks in a
for you. In this approach, the baseline
combat environment. Sometimes it will
soldier gets one action per combat round.
mean a character gets “buck fever” and just
The Friction Test becomes a chance to
keeps spraying bursts until the weapon
gain additional actions rather than lose
runs dry. In other circumstances it will
some to inefficiency. In this method, each
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Modern Example:
Civilian - Default
Law Enforcement Minimum,
Poorly trained Eastern Block countries (Baltic States, most former
states of Yugoslavia)
Law Enforcement Average, South
American and Serbian regulars
Law Enforcement High, Former
Soviet regulars, Arab regulars
Law Enforcement Elite, Iraqi, Chinese, French, Canadian regulars
United States, United Kingdom,
Polish, Israeli, South Korean, New
Zealand regulars
Japanese, Australian, South African regulars
German regulars

Combat Effective- GURPS Cool Skill
ness
(Average Value)
5%
IQ – 5 (5)

Character Point
Cost
-

9%

IQ – 4 (6)

1/2

16%

IQ – 3 (7)

1

26%

IQ – 2 (8)

2

38%

IQ – 1 (9)

4

50%

IQ (10)

8

63%

IQ + 1 (11)

12

74%

IQ + 2 (12)
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character rolls the standard system dice roll
to pick up extra actions. If the player rolls
under the character's Cool, they gain an
extra action, and if they roll under half their
Cool they gain two extra actions.
Assuming a modern U.S. soldier equivalent
(with 50% combat effectiveness) and a d20
action test, the player would need to roll 10
or less to gain an extra action in the round
and 5 or less to gain two extra actions.
Any roll above 10 limits the character to
one action. It’s simpler (hence the name)
but still gives a distinct advantage to the
characters with the higher Cool.
Okay, talk is cheap. Let’s inject this
idea into a sample system. As I’ve done in
previous articles, I will use GURPS as my
demonstration gaming system. GURPS
uses a 3d6 dice roll versus an Attribute or
Skill. Low rolls are desirable. Our baseline
modern U.S. soldier therefore receives a
Cool skill value of 10. This equates to a
50% chance of success on a Friction Test.
I’ll set the default Cool skill level to IQ-5,
(mental/very hard). Note that very hard
mental skills normally default to IQ-6 but
I’m going to say that fight or flight instincts
will raise the minimum default level a bit.

So the average U.S. soldier, who’s been in
the service for three or four years has
‘spent’ 8 character points to raise his or her
Cool skill to 10. The above table
demonstrates sample real-world combat
effectiveness, GURPS skill levels and
character point costs.
These examples all reflect regular
army troops. These would be infantrymen
with about four years of service. Noncombat specialties such as drivers,
mechanics and other support troops would
usually have a Cool skill one to two levels
lower. Specially trained soldiers such as
Rangers and Green Berets or infantrymen
with extensive combat experience would
usually have a Cool skill 1-2 levels higher
than a regular soldier. These specific
effectiveness examples are taken from
James Dunnigan’s How to Make War
(quoted earlier in this article). His Quality
rating happens to be stated in percentage
terms that are easily applied to our game.
Other authors and theorists state their
evaluations using different formats but the
relative weights they estimate are
approximately the same.
If you prefer using the Simple
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Friction method, a successful Cool check
gains an extra action each round. If the
check succeeds versus half the Cool Skill,
two extra actions are gained. All extra
actions should be resolved before regular
actions. Modeling the fog and difficulty of
acting in combat is somewhat lost in the
simple method, but the end result is the
same: advantage to the better trained more
experienced troops.
In closing, let’s review the skirmish
between our heroes Woody Marks (Cool 8)
and Pepsi Kohler (Cool 11). This is an
actual game story from the first play testing
session of these Friction rules. The players
viewed the potential of freezing or
repeating during a combat round with some
trepidation but agreed to give it a whirl.
The game was a post-apocalyptic roleplaying game called The Morrow Project in
which 20th century volunteers are placed in
cryogenic sleep to rebuild after an
expected nuclear war. Although I haven’t
mentioned it to this point, I also sometimes
use the Cool skill as a general military
proficiency skill. The scene opens when
Woody fails a Cool Test while scanning
with his night vision goggles. I rule that he
managed to cause a green out by looking
at the bright flames of the encampment
where the rest of the team sleeps. Woody
did save the day by making a critical
perception roll and spotting the tiger and,
even more importantly, he passed the
inaugural Friction Test of the session. This
allowed him to blast away at the beast
before it charged. Unfortunately, he rolled
poorly on his shotgun skill test and failed to
hit. Pepsi Kohler surprisingly failed his
opening Friction Test and froze despite his
63% chance of success. I ruled that he
could turn in place to face the sound of the
attack but he was shocked with the

surprise of the attack and instinctively
cringed at the retort of the shotgun. He
failed to bring his weapon around and into
battery. In the next combat round,
Woody’s player decided he would cease
fire rather than endanger Pepsi. But, more
bad news for Pepsi, Woody failed his
Friction Test and had to repeat his previous
action. Last round he was firing at the tiger
so this round he must continue to fire at
that target, even as it merged in his sight
picture with his friend. Pepsi passed his
Friction Test, and after a brief tongue in
cheek discussion of the merits of firing at
Woody, Pepsi decided to dive for cover and
fire a long burst at the tiger. Pepsi and
Woody each shot true that round and the
tiger was killed by numerous hits from both
a 9mm submachine gun and a 12-gauge
shotgun. Pepsi also felt the business end
of the 12-gauge, though his body armor
saved him from permanent injury.
My players and I thought that the
play test session was a complete success
and these Friction rules have been a part of
our firearms genre games ever since.
Some strange things can happen using
these rules, but that holds doubly true for
real combat. My players are used to a
heavy dose of Murphy’s Laws in my games
and the Friction rules are par for the
course. Sometimes in the heat of battle
they roar in pain with a failed Friction test at
a critical moment, but those same
moments invariably lead to the kind of
game stories that we are talking about ten
years later.
Special thanks to Ernest Mueller and
Bill Gant - I’ve discussed these rules in
great detail with both of them and they’ve
provided valuable input.
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